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Description:

March - Aesthetic Sampler
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Gracewood Stitches

In the words of designer Kathy Bungard:
March's entry in the Calendar Collection of patterns features a sampler. Not a usual 'sampler' but one
that is created in the style of the 'Aesthetic Movement' of the late 1800's. During the duration of the
movement in art there were so many beautiful designs reflected in not just art, but in practical items
such as wallpaper and most definitely in fabrics.
I've always loved the panels that combine different aesthetic motifs that were used to catalogue them
and became works of art themselves.I hope you'll enjoy stitching my tribute to images I love!
Kathy Bungard

Creative Poppy says:
The cross stitch chart combines a background of tiny wallpaper-like motifs of stylized tulips, a horizontal
strip of white lily flowers, an angled geometric frieze, a stencil style butterfly pattern and, on the right, a
medallion with a floral motif of monochrome bluebells, stretched lengthwise in the Art Deco style.
A cross stitch pattern by Gracewood Stitches.
>> see more patterns by Gracewood Stitches
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
March - Aesthetic Sampler

Chart size in stitches: 183 x 146 (wide x high)
Needlework fabric: white Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch,
Chart: Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 12
Themes: art deco, arts & crafts, floral motifs, flowers

>> see all Art-Deco style patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
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